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“The power of taxing people and their property
is essential to the very existence of government.”
- James Madison
INTRODUCTION
Property tax is one of the legs of Utah’s “three-legged stool” of tax revenues, along
with the income and sales taxes. During the nineties and early aughts, the property
tax was the smallest revenue generator of the three. However, with the 2008 income
tax reform and the erosion of sales tax revenues, the three have been more equal,
with the property tax bringing in approximately $3.3 billion in 2016, compared to
$3.6 billion for income tax and $2.7 billion for sales tax.
The largest portion of property tax revenues come from taxes on primary residences, followed by commercial real estate. These revenues are used for a wide variety
of governmental services, from K-12 education to mosquito abatement.
While the property tax is among the most time-tested forms of taxation, citizens
and policymakers have recently revisited the particulars of Utah’s approach. Specifically, they are examining ways tax policy might be modified to produce greater revenues for K-12 education. They are also looking to ensure that the current
property tax structure does not have an unduly negative affect on local government
revenues.
This report helps readers understand the property tax. To do so, it explains the current workings of the property tax from a statewide perspective, details the various
purposes of a property tax and looks at potential changes. In light of recent concerns about school taxes and the state’s Truth in Taxation law, the report provides a
special focus on those issues.
This is the first installment in Utah Foundation’s Utah Tax Policy Series. Subsequent reports will address sales and income taxes.

KEY FINDINGS OF THIS REPORT
•

Utah’s property tax burden ranks 34th among states. The tax burden has been stable over time, both in
terms of income and its ranking among states.

•

Utah’s Truth in Taxation law appears to have prevented property tax revenues from increasing as quickly
as property values.

•

Revenues for school districts and special and local districts statewide have increased faster than inflation
and population growth combined. By contrast, cities and towns have only been able to match population
growth and inflation while county revenues have grown even more slowly.

•

Residential property has a much more favorable tax status than business properties. Not only do residential
homes receive a 45% discount, but residential taxpayers are also exempt from personal property taxes.

•

Residential properties still provide nearly half of all property tax revenues.

•

More than half of all property tax revenues go toward public schools.
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BACKGROUND

Property taxes have been modified a
number of times during the past century.
Figure 1: Brief History of Utah’s Property Tax Changes
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Property taxes are among the most basic and oldest forms of taxation, dating back thousands of
years and imposed in ancient civilizations from
Egypt to China.
In the United States, property taxes date to the colonial era and are currently used in all 50 states.
Utah began collecting property tax to help maintain public areas when it was still an unorganized
territory in 1849. Since then, the state’s property
tax has undergone significant changes (see Figure 1). These changes have made the tax easier to
enforce and maintain.
Like many Western and Sun Belt states, Utah
has relatively low property tax rates. Generally
speaking, higher rates can be found in the Midwest and Northeast, and in various states that
lack income or sales taxes.
Property taxes are levied on individual or business property owners. The amount collected is
based on a valuation process performed each
year by counties and the Utah State Tax Commission. Once they determine appropriate property values, counties collect and redistribute tax
revenues to governmental entities. Each year,
the tax is determined through Utah’s Truth in
Taxation law (see Truth in Taxation discussion
below).

PROPERTY TAX BURDEN
Utah Foundation measures the impact taxes have on Utahns by analyzing their tax
burden. The tax burden essentially reports
how many dollars Utahns spend on taxes
for every $1,000 earned. Utah’s current
property tax burden is $25.27 per $1,000
of personal income, near its long term average of $26.24 per $1,000 of personal
income. From 1993-2015 (the latest data
available), Utah’s property tax burden has
been one of the most stable tax burdens,
ranging between $24.14 and $29.45 per
$1,000 of personal income.
Utah’s tax burden ranks 34th among states.
Historically, Utah’s property tax burden has
ranked among the mid-thirties.

Source: Utah Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel.

Source: Utah Foundation calculations based on U.S.
Census Bureau data.
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What Property is Taxable?
Not all types of property are taxable. For example, among
the types of personal property owned by an individual, only
personal vehicles are taxable. On the opposite end of the
scale, all tangible property that belongs to a business is eligible for taxation. For example, a refrigerator purchased by
an individual for personal use would be exempt from tax.
However, if a business purchased the same refrigerator, it
would be subject to property taxes. See the sidebar for a list
of property types that are exempt from taxation or are taxed
under an alternative form of valuation.
Among the most significant of these is the 45% exemption
to the value of primary residences. In other words, only 55%
of the value of most Utah homes is taxed. The household
impact of this exemption is detailed in Figure 2.
Primary residency is determined by how much time is
spent at the residence. In Utah, the determining factor for
primary residency is whether any individual lives at the
property for at least 183 consecutive days (approximately
six months and one day).1
The primary residence exemption has a major impact on
revenues generated from property tax. Because of the 45%
exemption for residences, the state generates $1.3 billion
less than if residential properties were taxed at 100% of their
market value.
Under Utah’s constitution, intangible property owned by corporations cannot be taxed as long as the corporations pay income tax. Intangible property could include property such as
computer software, patents, inventions, trade secrets, copyrights, trademarks, franchises, studies, forecasts, customer

EXEMPTIONS AND REDUCED
TAX BURDENS IN UTAH
Taxed at 55% of market value:
•

Primary residences

Exempt from tax:
•

State property

•

Public library

•

School district

•

Political subdivision, i.e. cities and
counties

•

Places of burial (not used for private
or corporate benefit)

•

Nonprofit entities, if used exclusively
for religious, charitable, or educational
purposes

•

Intangible property

•

Personal property associated with
residences

•

Merchandise inventory

•

Farm machinery and equipment

•

Livestock

Value calculated in a manner other than
market value
•

Federal Aviation Administration
properties

Primary residences are taxed at 55% of their value, saving the
median household owner thousands per year.
Figure 2: Illustration of 45% Exemption on Primary Residence

Property value
Percentage of annual taxable
Taxable value
Tax rate
Tax revenue generated

Business

Home

Difference

$270,000

$270,000

$0

100%

55%

-45%

$270,000

$148,500

-$121,500

1.68%

1.68%

0%

$4,530

$2,491

-$2,038

Source: Utah Foundation calculations.
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Nearly half of all property tax revenue
is from taxes on residential properties.
Figure 3: Property Tax Revenues by Source, 2016

Commercial
21%
Other real
property
10%

Personal
7%

Motor vehicles
5%
Primary residential
47%
Utilities
6%

Natural
resources
4%

Source: Utah State Tax Commission, Property Tax Division.

lists, technical data or other similar items. Essentially, intangible property is something that
“derives its value not from physical attributes
but its intellectual content.”
While intangible property is difficult to value, there may be a future need to reconsider
the scope of the exemption as the modern
world becomes increasingly reliant on software and algorithms.
Private improvements on federal lands are
also taxable – by the federal government,
which values property and collects the tax. A
portion of these taxes is then returned to the
counties within which these federal lands lay
through a Payment in Lieu of Taxes program.
In 2017, Utah was awarded $40 million under this program.
Motor vehicles are classified as property, and
as such, are subject to property tax. In the
early 1990s, the state changed the method of
taxing cars from value-based to age-based,
and instituted a system known as fee-in-lieu.
This means that taxes paid each year during
car registration are not based on the value of
the automobile, but the age. For other vehicles
and trailers, the tax is dependent on the type
of vehicle instead of the age. These funds are
used primarily for roads. They are collected by
the state, but used for state and local projects.

How is Property Assessed?
In order to tax property fairly, it must be valued accurately. As Utah is a nondisclosure state, no information on the sale of property, public or private, is required to
be on the public record.
In other words, when a person sells a home, the total value paid for the home
does not have to be reported to the government. Because of this, county assessors have had to be creative in collecting the data they need to accurately assess
properties.
Assessing is primarily done at the county level. Smaller counties typically perform
estimated property-by-property analyses. In this way, value is determined by the
age, size, location and other property characteristics. Larger counties perform an
entire county analysis. For example, Salt Lake, Weber and Davis county assessors
determine a baseline value – or a sample house. The respective values of the other
properties are then adjusted to match. This is done using statistical modeling programs based on the characteristics of the properties.
Assessors also need to account for items such as furniture and equipment which are
included in any commercial valuation – but not residential valuation.
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However, sometimes properties expand beyond county lines. Properties that cross
county boundaries are designated as “centrally assessed properties,” and are assessed by the Utah State Tax Commission. Centrally assessed properties also
include mining properties, utilities, telecommunications infrastructure, transportation companies and any property owned by inter-county entities.
For example, Rio Tinto, parent company of Kennecott Utah Copper, owns property in multiple counties. This places it under the jurisdiction of the Utah State Tax
Commission for valuation. After the commission conducts the property valuation,
it informs counties of the value pertaining to each county.
WHERE DO PROPERTY TAX REVENUES GO?
The property tax in Utah has seen many changes since its inception in 1849. At
that time, it was the only tax collected by the state. Since 1974 the State of Utah
has not directly levied a property tax, although it statutorily remains able to do
so.2 As the state was able to diversify its tax base through the adoption of income
and sales taxes in 1931 and 1933 respectively, property tax has become one of the
primary funding sources for local governments such as counties, cities, towns,
school districts and special and local districts.
School Districts
School districts receive a majority of property tax revenues. A large portion of school districts’ tax revenue – more than $300 million
– is required under the state’s basic levy law.3
However, school districts also receive more
than $700 million each year from voter-approved taxes and school board approved taxes. Portions of these taxes are guaranteed by
the state to bring in a minimum amount of
revenue. An additional $600 million is provided by property taxes to cover debt payments on buildings and capital projects.
The Basic Levy. The basic levy is a property
tax meant to help fund the Minimum School
Program instituted by the Utah Legislature
in 1974. School districts must collect the tax
to participate in the program – which all districts do.
The Utah Legislature sets the tax rate each
year. The rate is the same for every district.
The counties collect these funds for the
school districts within their boundaries, and
then the state provides an additional amount
to fund the Minimum School Program. Only
one district needs no additional funds, and
in fact sends some of its locally-generated
funds to the state: Park City School District. 4

More than half of property tax revenues
go toward local schools.
Figure 4: Distribution of Property Tax Funds Statewide
by Receiving Entity

Schools
55%

Special districts
13%

Cities and towns
14%
County
18%

Source: Utah State Tax Commission, Property Tax Division.
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The basic levy rate decreased sharply in the 1990s.
Figure 5: Basic Tax Rate from 1980-2016
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Source: Utah Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst.

Figure 5 shows large cuts to the basic levy rate in 1994 and 1995. In 1996, the basic
rate became subject to Truth in Taxation, which tends to put downward pressure on
the tax rate. This explains the variability and downward trend of the rate following
implementation.
While the rate has trended downward, in 2016, the Utah Legislature raised the
property tax rate as a part of a school district equalization measure. This increase
of the tax from 0.1419% to 0.1736% increased revenue for schools by $75 million.
Other School Levies. School districts have a limit on the amount of property taxes
they can collect. There are two different board levy limits that have been established
on school districts: 0.18% and 0.25% for instructional purposes. These limits are
based upon the rates that districts levied at the time the Legislature set the limits.
Because property values vary widely by district, the Legislature sets a minimum
amount of revenue each year that must be generated by the first 0.16%, which was
$616 per weighted pupil unit (WPU) in the 2016-2017 school year. WPU is essentially the amount allotted for each student in attendance. To the degree that school
districts adopt these taxes, they are guaranteed a minimum amount of funds. If the
revenues generated from the local property tax base do not meet the minimum guaranteed amount, the state supplies the missing funds.
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The majority of districts receive state funds to meet the minimum amount
of revenue generated for each tax increase.
Figure 6: Board and Local Levy Equalization as of FY 2017 (est.)
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Salt Lake
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Wasatch
Beaver
Daggett
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Carbon
Murray
Washington
Wayne
Iron
Logan
Granite
Morgan
Jordan
Juab
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Provo
Sevier
Ogden
Weber
Alpine
Davis
No. Sanpete
Tooele
Cache
Nebo
San Juan
Piute
Garﬁeld
So. Sanpete
Tintic

$

State Equalization = $38.50/WPU

Property Tax/WPU

State Guarantee/WPU

Source: Utah Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst.

As seen in Figure 6, 17 school districts can meet the minimum threshold through
their local tax base while the remaining 24 districts require state assistance to
meet the minimum established by the Legislature.5 In addition, voters in local
districts can also approve property taxes up to 0.04% that are also guaranteed
to meet the state minimum, which was $154 per WPU in the 2016-2017 school
year.6
Underutilization of School District Levies. Currently, few districts take full advantage of the state guarantee. This is true of voted local levies and board levies.
As shown in Figures 7 and 8, none of the 0.18% school districts are taking full
advantage of state matched funds. Although most of the 0.25% school districts
are meeting that bar, only a handful of districts have raised their levies to the
statutory limit.7 This means that Garfield County, for instance, would increase its
school funding by $2,270 per WPU ($782 from local revenues and $1,488 from
the state match) if it increased its property tax rate to 0.16% – the maximum level
guaranteed by the state. In other words, many of these districts could generate
substantially more funds for their schools with a fairly minimal impact to local
property owners.8
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Schools utilize the board levy rates at varying levels.

Figure 7 and 8: Current, Maximum, and Matching Board Levies in 2016, by District
0.20%
Maximum Property Tax

Maximum Board Levy Guarantee
0.15%

0.10%

0.05%

0.00%

0.30%

Maximum Property Tax

0.25%

0.20%
Maximum
Board Levy Guarantee
0.15%

0.10%

0.05%

Source: Utah State Board of Education and Utah State Tax Commission.
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Special and Local Districts
Special and local districts are local authorities
set up to handle specific tasks within given areas. These tasks are often funded with property
tax revenue.9
One example of a special district is the
Trans-Jordan Landfill. Sandy and West Jordan
cities created the district with Kennecott Copper which owned the land. Since then, numerous additional Salt Lake Valley cities joined
the district to use and manage the landfill.10
Special districts can accommodate any number of services within the district, from street
lights to emergency services to correctional
facilities. In contrast, local districts can only
have up to four different services. Figure 9 details those services that special districts offer,
in contrast to local districts.
Local Governments

Different types of districts offer different
services.
Figure 9: Possible Services from Local and Special Districts
Service possibilities for
local districts (up to 4)

Service possibilities for
special districts

Ground water
management

Correctional
facilities
Fire services
Right-of-way
Health care
Consolidated 911/
construction
emergency dispatch
Animal control
Recreational
facilities
Library operations
Street lighting
Sewage operations
Emergency services
Law enforcement
Extended police
Water system operations
protection
Mosquito
Transportation
abatement
Drainage/ﬂood
Earth movement control
control
Parks operations
Cemeteries
Garbage services
Federal mineral
release funds
Airports

Source: Utah Office of Legislative Research and General Council.

In addition to special and local districts, the
property tax is also one of the primary methods of funding city and county operations and
their day-to-day functions. These include law enforcement, libraries, parks and recreation, transportation, animal control, health care services and other services.11
While cities and counties do have access to other tax revenues, such as the sales tax,
transient room tax, franchise tax and others, these taxes can fluctuate widely based
on economic conditions. The property tax, however, provides a substantial, very
stable revenue source on which cities and counties can rely.
County property tax rates vary from 0.50% in Sevier County to 0.07% in Summit
County, with a statewide median rate of 0.20%. However, rates alone do not tell
the full story. While Summit County property tax rates are seven times lower than
those of Sevier, Summit’s high property values generate nearly twice as much in
revenues – $12 million to Sevier County’s $6 million.
Cities also have a wide range. Seven municipalities in Utah, such as Moab City,
collect no property tax, while Sunnyside City had a property tax of 0.7%. The median city/town levied a 0.15% property tax. As with counties, the revenues vary
widely based on local property values.
TRUTH IN TAXATION
In the early 1980s, citizens expressed increasing discomfort with the way the local
governments levied property taxes. From the mid-1970s until the mid-1980s, assessed property values had increased rapidly – an average of 13% per year. (Utah
has not seen such a decade since, with the second highest performing 10-year period being 1999 to 2008 with an average of 9% annual increase in property values.)
Property tax collections had been rising nearly as quickly despite policy changes
lowering the assessed value from 30% of fair market value to 20% and completely
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exempting livestock from the property tax.12 In many cases this left local governments with a windfall as tax revenues increased much faster than the actual cost
of governance and local services. This situation also raised questions about transparency and accountability, as local governments could bring in more cash without
having to justify it to the citizens they served.
The 1985 legislation, HB 388, “The Tax Increase Disclosure Act,” aimed to solve
both problems. First, it switched the property tax from a rate-based tax to a revenue-based tax, preventing windfalls. Second, it mandated a higher level of community engagement if entities did desire to raise property taxes.13
This legislation is today commonly referred to as Truth in Taxation. On the face
of things, it was quite successful in limiting how quickly property tax collections
could increase. In the decade prior to the legislation, revenues increased 12%
annually. In the decade after the legislation, revenues increased 4% annually.
In fact, since the legislation passed, there has never been a 10-year period that
exceeded 7% annual revenue increases. The legislation also ensured transparency. It required advertisements in local newspapers, notifications mailed to local
property owners, and public meetings where concerned citizens and local leaders
discuss together the financial needs of the area.
Other major taxes in Utah such as sales and income taxes are rate-based. They have
a rate that does not change from year to year unless the state or local government
takes a specific action to alter it. As a result, the amount of revenue generated by
the fixed rate can vary widely from year to year depending on economic conditions.
Revenue-based taxes, on the other hand, have stable revenue from year to year (unless the state or local government takes a specific action to alter it) while the rate
fluctuates based on economic conditions.
An example of this process for the median property value in Salt Lake County in
2017 is shown in Figure 10.14 In 2013, that property was worth $194,700 and
taxed at a rate of 1.6776%, resulting in $1,796 of tax revenue.15 If none of the
local enti-ties had raised taxes between 2013 and 2017, that property would still be
generating $1,796. While the value had increased to $270,000 by 2017, the tax
liability would have remained constant while the tax rate would have been
automatically adjusted down incrementally each year.

Utah’s property tax maintains revenue and lets rates
fluctuate.
Figure 10: How Property Tax Revenue Would Change, Assuming
No Tax Increases
Property value
Tax revenue generated
Tax rate

Source: Utah Foundation calculations.

2013

2017

Change

$194,700

$270,000

$75,300

$1,796

$1,796

$0

1.68%

1.21%

-0.47%

In theory, Truth in Taxation dictates that the property tax should
generate the same revenue every year. However, there are two
ways revenues can change. The
first is that any new growth (like a
new subdivision) would be taxed
at the current rate, theoretically
allowing growth in revenue commensurate with the new services
required by the new subdivision.
The second way to increase revenue would be to increase the
tax rate (or even just leave it the
same) by going through the Truth
in Taxation process.
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How does the Truth in Taxation process work?
Figure 11: Sample Timeline, Truth in Taxation
2nd Newspaper Ad
Municipal or
11/29/2017
General Election
11/14/2017
Hold Public Hearing
1st Newspaper Ad

Notification of Public Meeting
10/1/2017

2017

Oct

Hold a Public Meeting

Nov
In the public meeting, the tax
increase should have a

Mail Parcel Specific Notice seperate agenda item and
outline the intent to raise

Public Hearing Notification taxes, the purpose for the
Adopt Tax Increase

12/6/2017

11/22/2017

increase and the dollar
ammount and percentage
increase.

2018

Dec

10/8/2017 - 10/24/2017

Notifications
should be
mailed to
each parcel
ower. It
should
outline the
value,
current tax,
tax increase,
and date,
time and
location of
the public
hearing

10/25/2017- 10/31/2017

Public notifications of the
proposed increase and public
hearing should be posted
twice in the largest local
newspaper. The notification
should include proposed
increase, impact on average
houshold, and the date, time,
and location of the public
hearing.

11/22/2017 - 12/6/2017

Source: Summit County Auditor’s Office

The Process
The key element in the raising of property tax rates is the Truth in Taxation process.
Every entity must follow this process in order to change the tax rate. The process is
straightforward, but requires that entities follow a timeline and provide information
to be distributed in a certain way.16 There are also expenses involved. Newspaper
advertisements can cost thousands of dollars and many districts find
individualized notifications for all property owners burdensome. Figure 11 shows
an approximate calendar which entities must use to follow Truth in Taxation.17
Does Truth in Taxation Stunt Revenue Growth?
In recent years, there has been increasing concern that Truth in Taxation inappropriately stunts revenue growth. For instance, the Salt Lake Chamber of Commerce
has suggested modifying the current Truth in Taxation requirements to account not
only for new growth, but also inflation.18
In addition, the Legislature’s Interim Revenue and Taxation Committee in 2017
examined ways to curb the eroding effects of Truth in Taxation to raise more funding for education. It proposed a “freeze” on the current basic levy, essentially exempting the state from the Truth in Taxation process when calculating how much
districts should charge residents for the minimum basic levy. Depending on the
growth of local property values, this would bring compounding new revenues that
over the course of five to 10 years could increase funds available to education by as
much as $750 million.19
The committee examined other property tax changes to increase the maximum
amount school boards can tax for board and voter levies. In addition, the committee discussed the possibility of increasing the amount of money guaranteed for
the board and voter levies to match the amount generated per 0.01% in the second-highest revenue-generating district.20
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1/1/2018

The Legislature’s 2018 session could yield changes along these lines.
While the process for navigating through Truth in Taxation is straightforward,
many entities have gone many years without holding Truth in Taxation hearings.
In many cases, property tax revenues may have continued to be commensurate to
local needs. However, public officials often worry that publishing they are recommending a tax increase and subjecting themselves to public feedback could inspire
citizen backlash.21
This leads to additional problems in how some districts, specifically cities and
counties, raise funds. Rather than go through the Truth in Taxation process, some
cities have begun charging fees for certain services that are above and beyond the
true cost of the service provided. These excess funds are put into the general fund
for the entity, essentially supplanting property tax revenues.22
Some have argued that there would be less citizen opposition to tax increases under the Truth in Taxation if the process were used on a regular basis in which the
increases occurred gradually.23 Officials would more regularly hold public hearings
and communicate the importance of any proposed tax increases – which was the
original intent behind the law.24 One reason tax rates are not incrementally increased
to match inflation is because the cost of going through the process. The Truth in
Taxation process requires newspaper ads of a certain size that can cost tens of thousands of dollars, a requirement that may become increasingly anachronistic in an
age of digital communications.25 There is also the amount of time public officials
must spend on the process as well as the potential political risks. In the face of these
challenges, a small, gradual increase in tax rates might not seem worth the effort.
By making property tax rates revenue-based, Truth in Taxation provides local entities an extremely stable revenue source. On the other hand, some officials worry
that this approach fails to adequately account for inflation.
A Utah Foundation analysis of the past three decades found that, on the contrary,
property tax revenues have outpaced the revenue growth needed to accommodate
inflation and Utah’s population growth combined. (See Figure 12.)
However, when broken out among school districts, special and local districts, cities,
towns and counties, different types of local entities are doing better than others.
Rough estimates show that school districts and special and local districts have been
able to grow their revenues faster than inflation and population growth, especially
during the past decade. However, cities and towns have only been able to match population growth and inflation while county revenues have grown even more slowly.
When looking at areas that have outperformed population growth and inflation,
there are two possible explanations. The first is straightforward: Truth in Taxation
is working as designed. It decouples tax revenues from growth in property values
while allowing local entities sufficient flexibility to raise taxes to meet their needs,
including the cost of inflation.
An alternative explanation might be that the new growth that occurs in real property
increases at a faster rate than the population growth of the state overall. If this is the
case, it is likely that areas where there is a lot of new growth occurring would have
enough tax revenues to support the local government, but more stable areas with a
minimal amount of new growth must rely solely on raising taxes to cover the rising
costs that come with inflation.
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Utah’s overall property tax revenues have outpaced population growth and
inflation combined, but not all classes of recipients have matched that growth.
Figure 12: Cumulative Property Tax Revenue Growth Compared to Market Value and Combined
Population and Inflation Growth, Indexed at 1987

5

4

3

Source: Utah State Tax Commission, Utah Foundation calculations.

However, it appears to be more difficult for cities, towns and counties to take action
to meet the costs of population growth and inflation.
The potential political ramifications of raising taxes can encourage local governments to raise taxes in a sharp and intermittent manner. Rather than raise taxes
gradually as needed, local governments may wait until additional revenues are urgently required, and then raise taxes higher than needed to ensure they would not
need to raise taxes again in the near future.
Proponents of Truth in Taxation claim that local governments need to “grow a
backbone” and raise taxes to meet their needs. But some local officials told Utah
Foundation they would like to see inflation automatically included in the calculation of the annual certified tax rates, if even at a minimal rate, to relieve political
pressure on local elected officials. They would then have to justify to local citizens any other new tax increases solely on the merits of the accompanying new
services provided by the local government.
Finally, although school districts and local and special districts in general have
used the Truth in Taxation process to raise revenues faster than population
growth and inflation combined, determining whether such revenue increases
are adequate is a more difficult question. Statewide analyses do not account for
local trends and changing needs. Ultimately, it is up to governments and citizens at the local level to decide what services are necessary and how to cover
the costs.
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These results suggest that Truth in Taxation is striking a
good balance of preventing government revenue windfalls while providing enough flexibility for local governments to adequately account for both population growth
and inflationary costs among at least some types of local
governments.
CONCLUSION
Utah’s property tax burden is not particularly high, ranking 34th among states. While
more than half of property tax revenues go toward schools, it also remains a critical
source of funding for cities, counties and other local taxing districts. Using this very
stable revenue-based tax, local governments can make detailed financial plans for
the future. As a time-tested, fundamental source of funds for local government, the
property tax is not going away.
Yet, some of the parameters for imposing the tax could change. The State Legislature could take actions to secure additional funding for K-12 education by
“freezing” the tax rate of the basic levy. Additional changes might seek to address
inflationary pressures over time, rather than simply relying on new growth for additional revenues.
But policymakers should tread carefully in considering changes to the state’s property tax parameters.
On the one hand, Utah Foundation found that Utah’s property tax reforms in 1985
were effective in de-linking property tax revenues from the growth in property values; it also appears that overall collections have still outpaced population growth
and inflation combined. On the other hand, when broken out by class of recipient,
the results vary. It appears that revenues for school districts and local and special
districts have been increasing faster than population growth and inflation, while cities and towns have only been able to match population growth and inflation – and
counties have consistently underperformed.
These results suggest that Truth in Taxation is striking a good balance of preventing
government revenue windfalls while providing enough flexibility for local governments to adequately account for both population growth and inflationary costs
among at least some types of local governments. However, with county revenues
consistently increasing slower than growth and inflation combined, modifications
to Truth in Taxation might be worth considering.
In the meantime, governments and citizens at the local level must actively decide
how much property tax revenue is necessary to pay for services and infrastructure.
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